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ABSTRACT

A text to speech converter is a device that accepts a text
input and outputs the corresponding audible speech. In this
work, an algorithm has been developed for the BangIa text to
speech converter, which has been implemented using the PASCAL
programming language. The BangIa text to speech converter has
been developed using the method that stores speech sounds of
part of the words (i.e. of speech segments). To develop the
text to speech converter, several basic sound units are
defined corresponding to each letter of the BangIa alphabet.
These sound units are recorded from the speech sounds of a
particular person using the Sound Galaxy Nx Pro 16 sound card.
The pronunciation (or letter to sound) rules for BangIa words
have been studied extensively as part of the current research.
These text to speech rules for BangIa speech are used to
identify specific words from the arbitrary text input. First,
the text to speech converter algorithm reads the ASCII values
from the input text file, identifies each letter of a word
from its ASCII value, and then assigns sound units
corresponding to the speech segments comprising a word. When
identification of the sound units for a particular BangIa word
is completed, all the sound units are combined together into a
speech file to form the complete speech signal for that BangIa
word. The file merging technique has been developed to
accomplish this task. The process of identifying the words and
forming their corresponding speech files is continued until a
sentence is completed. Finally, the files corresponding to the
words are sequentially played back to produce the audio sound
of the BangIa sentence. The play back facility of the sound
card has been used for this p~rpose. Some of the possible
applications of the 'BangIa text to speech converter'
algorithm are also explored.
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CHAPTER 1
INTR.ODUcnON

......... :-.

This chapter describes the definition of a text-to-speech
converter, a brief literature survey in this field, the
objective of the current research and the organization of
this dissertation.

1.1 Introduction
A text to speech converter or synthesizer
that accepts a text input and outputs the
audible speech [1, 2, 18, 19, 20].

•

is a device
corresponding

Ability of man to oommunicate through speech sets him
apart from other earthly species and is often regarded as
a sign of spirituality. As speech is the most natural
form of communication between humans, speech is a subject
which has attracted much interest and attention over many
years. The structure of speech, its production and
perception mechanisms have long occupied linguists,
psychologists and physiologists. Scientists and engineers
have endeavoured to construct michines which can convert
and recognise human speech. Current speech synthesis
systems are capable of producing reasonably intelligible,: .

though not natural-sounding, speech. The performance of
speech conversion system is improving slowly and steadily
with time, and speech systems are now being used in
certain commercial applications [2, 4, 5, 15, 21].
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The ultimate goal of the speech conversion is to develop
a machine which can accept as input a piece of text and
convert it to natural sounding speech, which would be as
intelligible and as natural sounding as if spoken .by a
person. This text to speech converter can be used as

•speech output from a computer, reading machine for the
blind and public message system [8, 12]. The ,text to
speech converter encodes a set of sounds from which a
speech sound corresponding to a word could be
constructed.

1.2 Brief literature survey and present state of art
of the project

Research on text-to speech synthesis began in 1947 [1],
and a text to speech synthesizer was first developed for
~he English Language in 1960 [1, 2, 4, 10]. Following
English, text-to-speech synthesizers of Telegu, and Hindi

3 Languages have also been developed in our sub-continent
[21]. However, BangIa text-to-speech converter has not
yet been developed anywhere. Although a group of
researchers of the applied physics department of the
University of Rajshahi are trying to find the formant
frequencies of BangIa phonemes [6], they are doing this
in a conventional way. However, the conventional way of
doing this requires the development of complex software
and hardware to make a BangIa text-to-speech converter.
At the moment, they are confined to the analysis of
BangIa phonemes, and have not yet developed any BangIa
text-to-speech converter. The text-to-speech converter
algorithm and the corresponding software developed and
described in this dissertation is the first of its kind.
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This does not follow the traditional phoneme method, and
this has been implemented using a commercially available
sound card.

1.3 Objective of the research
The main objective of the current research is to develop
a software for BangIa 'text to speech converter'
algorithm.

1.4 Organization of the dissertation
This dissertation has been organized in the following
way. Chapter 2 describes the introductory information
about text-to-speech synthesis. Chapter 3 defines the
basic sound units for BangIa speech and describes the
recording and storage procedure of the sound units.
Chapter 4 enumerates the rules of assigning sound units
from the textual representation of a BangIa text input
from the keyboard of a computer. Chapter 5 describes the
application of the developed BangIa text-to-speech
converter. Chapter 6 concludes the results of the
research and comments on the topics of further research
in this field. References and appendices are included at
the end of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2

This chapter describes the iniroductory information about
text to speech conversion, methods used for text to
speech conversion, and the method that can be used to
develop a BangIa 'text-to-speech converter'.

2.1 Introduction
Language conveys meaning by stringing together discrete
symbolic units at several concurrent levels. Sequences of
sounds form words, and when words are assembled together
they form sentences. The combination of these units is
governed at each level by a set of principles. The
science of linguistic provides rigorous methods for
identifying these principles and represents them in a
formal manner. The multi-level linguistic message
supports a number of possible strategies for their
storage and retrieval regardless of which voice output
technology is employed in a particular system. There are
several options to analyze a message, these are [1, 15]:

(i) Analyze the message in its entirety and
reference it as a single block of data,

(ii) The message could also be broken apart into two
or more phrases,.

words
speak

broken into individual
up one after another to

(iii) It can also be
which would then be called
the full sentence, and

(iv) The most radial alternative would be to encode
a set of sounds from which words or parts of words may be
patched together as needed.
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The last option to a vocabulary of sufficient size would
eventually yield a complete inventory control from which
any word could be constructed. Such an inventory when
combined with algorithms for selecting sounds and
stringing them together on the basis of ordinary
spelling, will result in a system capable of converting
words or phrases from arbitrary text input. This will be
known as a 'text-to-speech converter'.

The speech which can be produced by analysing the real
speech is refered to as synthetic speech. For the
generation of synthetic speech a set of control
parameters and a model are required to produce a
particular utterance. Text to speech synthesizer is a
device which takes text as an input and generate the
synthetic speech by controlling the parameters and a
model. If the model and parameters are sufficiently
accurate then the production of intelligible synthetic
speech would be possible. The basic goal in text to
speech synthesis is to cbnvert unrestricted text input
into natural sounding speech [2, 4, 18].

2.2 Phoneme analysis for text-to-speech synthesis
Phoneme analysis of a particular language is important
for synthetic voice generation. Phoneme may be viewed as
a sequence of segmental units at a linguistic level [2,
11, 12J. These phonemes are abstract linguistic units and
may not be directly observed in the speech signal.
Phonetics is concerned with sound of human speech.
Phonetic analysis means to derive the phonetic structure
of an utterance directly from the speech signal. The
sequence of phonemes corresponds to a sequence of
articulatory gestures, which have certain well defined
acoustic equivalent. However, the acoustic phonetic
mapping is exceedingly complex. The most popular way to
perform a phonetic analysis is to attempt to segment the
speech signals into phonemic like units, and to assign an

5



appropriate label to each unit. Phonetics is the study
ar..dscience
used to represent them [1, 2, 15].

Phoneme synthesis is the way of obtaining synthesizer
control parameters to generate them from a phonetic
transcription of the utterance. In other words. the
utterance to be synthesised; represented by a string of
phonemes, is input to a computer program, which outputs
the sequence of synthesiser control parameters. The
computer program is generally based on rules for
converting phonetic information to acoustic information.
For this reason the synthesis process is often referred
to as 'speech synthesis by rule'.

Speech, viewed as a sequence of smeared articulatory
gestures, still does not give the complete picture.
Superimposed on the basic sequence of gestures are
variations in intonation or pitch (the fundamental
frequency of variation of the vocal cords), rhythm or
timing and intenSity or loudness. These variations in an
utterance are collectively known as prosody. A speech
synthesis system must also have some method of assigning
prosodic information (intonation and stress).

Conversion of arbitrary text input to voice output
actually involves two separate tasks. The first consists
of accepting a sequence of characters, identifying the
phonetic components of .the required message and
extracting information about its syntactic structure. The
output of this stage, will then be an intermediate string
of symbols representing .sound units and boundaries
between words, phrases and sentences. The second part of
the process .is to match .the symbols up with items stored
in the phonetic inventory,. link them together and send
the resulting coded waveform to a voice output device [1,
14, 16, 17].

6
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Text-to-speech synthesis
performed in addition
synthesis. These are:

requires two major tasks to be
to that required by phoneme

(i) to translate the text into
phonetics, and then (ii) the prosody of the speech must
be determined directly from the textual representation.
The first task, that is, text interpretation can be done
by choosing appropriate phonetic symbols.

the phonetic symbol natural

keep pace with the rate of

sound canBy using
produced.
failed to

However, convention for phonetic
phonetic

symbol
change.

be
has

In the sentence storage system the voice of a
speaker is recorded with the desired inflection
personality, and then processed to derive a matrix
parameters from which the original utterance may

2.3 The other traditional methods used for text to speech
conversion

Text to speech synthesis .of a language may adopt several
methods to segment storage strategies. They are:

(i) sentence storage,
(ii) word and phrase storage, and
(iii) storing parts of words.

live
and
of
be

reconstructed. This system is not flexible because it
requires to store repeated words or phrases.

In words or phrase storage system, it stores the similar
words or phrases just for one time which reduces the
number of words to be stored to a greater extent. Besides
these advantages the word and phrase storage system has
contextual variation problem, variation in intonation and
duration which provide important clues about syntactic
structure. Also slapping together words and phrases from
different sentences recorded at different times can also
result in choppy sing song" effect
fundamental frequency of variation

7
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and duration ( existing
necessarily match.

time ) of words will not

Contextual variation problem can be solved by storing
parts of words, but in this syste~ if correct variant of
a prefix or suffix has been selected there remains the
problem of matching its intonation (the rise and fall of
the pitch of the voice in speaking, which is an element
of meaning in language) to that of the words to which it
is attached.

The ultimate way of doing text-to-speech conversion would
be to store every word in the language together with its
phonetic equivalent and pronunciation could then be
effected using a simple dictionary look-up table. The
vast number of words in the language prohibit this
approach because of the enormous size of the resulting
dictionary.

Practical systems tend to use pronunciation rules or
letter to sound rules, which specify the phonetic
equivalent of single letters or group of letters taking
into account the context. This process is often assisted
by the use of small 'exceptions' dictionary that stores
those words and pronunciations which are constantly
recurring and on which the letter to sound rules would
fail. Thus, an input is first checked against the entries
in the 'exceptions' dictionary and if it is not found
then the letter to sound rules are applied.

In English language a very comprehensive system for
English pronunciation has been developed by Allen [2, 4]
which consists of morpho dictionary, supplemented by
letter-to-sound rules. A morpho is either a prefix, a
root or suffix. Estimates of the number of morpho varies
between 10000 to 30000. The number of morpho used by
All~n is 10000. The morpho dictionary contains for each

8
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morpho its pronunciation, spelling, parts of speech etc.
When a word is input to the system a check is made to see
if it exists in the dictionary. If not, it is input to an
affix stripping algorithm which attempts to decompose the
words into a prefix, a root and a suffix. If an affix can
be stripped away, the reduced word is checked against the
morpho dictionary. If it still cannot be found in the
dictionary, it is presented again to the affix-stripping
algorithm. This process is repeated until the reduced
word can be found in the morpho dictionary or until the
affix stripping algorithm fails. If the morfic
decomposition fails, the letter to sound rules are
invoked in order to obtain the pronunciation.

2.4 A method of developing BangIa text-to-speech
converter

A BangIa text to speech synthesizer can be developed by
using the phoneme method. However, to develop a text-to-
speech converter using this method requires phoneme
synthesis, translation of the text into phonetic symbols,
and determination of the prosody from the text. This is a
very complex task. It has already been described in
section 2.2 that text interpretation can be done by
choosing phonetic symbols. However, convention for
phonetic symbols has failed to keep pace with the ~ate of
phonetic change. Therefore, we have discarded this method
to develop our text-to-speech converter. A text-to-speech
converter can also be developed by using any of the
methods already described in section 2.3. However, the
third method, which stores speech sounds of part of the
words (i.e. of syllab les), is more appropr iate for the
development of a BangIa text to speech converter. This
method is more appropriate because there is a fixed
pronunciation rule for a specific arrangement of BangIa
letters in a word. On the contrary, there is no such
definite rule for the English language. The particular
arrangement of English letters has a different

9



pronunciation rule according to the position of the
letter in the word, and therefore, are pronounced
differently according to the use of words. A particular
arrangement of BangIa letters obey the same pronunciation
rule despite its position in the word.

This method also requires to store a small number .of
sound units compared to word and phrase, or sentence
storage system. To develop a BangIa text to speech
converter, several basic sound units are defined
corresponding to each letter of the BangIa alphabet.
These are termed as basic sound units for BangIa speech.
The proper combination of the sound units will form a
BangIa word. The basic sound units have to be recorded.
for a specific male or female speaker. In this method,
the sound unit will be detected from the text input and
will be joined together as per requirement to form a
complete word. The identification process and formation
of words are repeated until the sentence is completed.
Once the sentence is completed, the whole sentence will
be played back in the order of the words in the sentence.
A block diagram of the proposed text-to-speech converter
is shown in figure 2.1.

It was indicated in section 2.2 that although speech may
be viewed simply as a sequence of segmental units
(phonemes) at a linguistic level, the manifestation of
these units at the acoustic level is much more complex.
The mechanism of co-articulation, which results in sounds
being smeared together, is one of the major influences on
speech naturalness. Co-articulation results in complex
movements of the formant frequency and amplitude values
between one sound and the next. There are also many
acoustic variations of each phoneme, depending on its.
context (place) in an utterance [2, 15].

To avoid such complexity, we have used the third method,

10



the method of basic sound units instead of the phoneme

"1

Stated &OIIIId Text.- to - speech AmpIifW
lIDlI

1IIIifs lXJI1Vertetalgorithm 'l"""m

Text iIIpIlt
from

keyboard

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of the p1opot1tld telI1-to-speech converter.

method. Our method has less problem of contextual
variation (the problem of 'sing song' effect described in
section 2.3) as our system stores parts of words i.e.
speech segments. However, in this system, there remains
the problem of matching
of the pitch of the
element of meaning in
which it is attached.

its intonation (the
voice in speaking,

language) to that of

rise and
which is
the words

fall
an

to

2.5 Necessity of using a sound card
In addition to developing the necessary software, a text-
to-speech converter requires the recording and storage
facility of the sound units to be used, and also the
playback facility to play the sound units back
~equentially. Except the Apple Macintosh Computer, the
IBM PC or its compatibles do not have the built-in
recording facility to record audio signals. Moreover, the
speaker provided in a PC is not configured to play
arbitrary audio signal back. It can only produce beeps of
a single frequency at a time from the on-board clock of
the' PC. However, commercially available sbund cards may
be inserted in an empty slot of the mother board of a PC,

11



and can be used for the recording and playback of the
audio signals. As a text-to-speech converter is mostly
PC-based, a sound card is needed to record the sound
units, store them in the hard disk surface of the PC, and
play them back later.

To develop a Bangla text to speech synthesizer, a sound
card is needed to record the basic sound units for a
specific male, or a female, or a child speaker (with
des ired inf lect ion and personali ty) . This is also
required to play the sound units back one after another
when the specific sound units are detected by the text-
to-speech converter algorithm In a full sentence of the
Bangla text.

In the next chapter we will define the various Bangla
Sound units that will be used to form Bangla words, and
their recording and storage procedure using a sound card.

12
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BASIC SOUND UNITStf
;1 FOR BANGLA SPEECH AND ]!',!'!'
) THEIR STORAGE PROCBDUREi""'::

:::I!il!:j!!!:!:!':',:,:::"«"',-:,,,,,::f:::::::':':,.i!!I:!!!I!II!!I!I!!II!I!!IIIII!!1

In this chapter a description is given on the basic sound
units for BangIa speech and their recording and storage
procedure using a sound card.

3.1 Assignment of sound units
Like in English alphabet, there are two
in BangIa alphabet. These are: (1)

types of letters
Vowels and (2)

Consonants. There are 11 vowels and 39 oonsonants in
BangIa alphabet.

BangIa has a very rioh vooabulary. The pronunciation of
eaoh letter of BangIa alphabet (vowels and oonsonants) as
one reads them produces unique sounds. However, as we
shall see while we proceed further in our discussion, the
sounds produoed by the utterances of 11 vowels and 39
oonsonants are not suffioient to pronounce all the BangIa
words.

In BangIa language, vowels may sometime ooour as a first
letter of a word. The vowels '-:l (pronounoed as 'A') and-..:Y
(pronounced as 'Oi') are sometimes used singly as a
BangIa word. There are instanoes when two or more
oonsonants may form a
However, in most of

BangIa
the

word (example.s~,
oases, vowels and

"..;j~eto.).
consonants

oombine together to form a BangIa word,

13



A vowel may sometimes occur as a first letter, and it may
also appear at the middle or at the end of a word,
However, vowels usually appear before and/or after
consonants to form a complete word, Here they are used as
auxiliary letters and have different- symbols ( ~ ('A'-
kar), i ('Aa'-kar) etc, ) than the usual symbols of the
vowels, We may call these symbols 'vowel auxiliaries', A
list of Bangia vowels, consonants, vowel auxiliaries, and
other necessary symbols used to form a Bangia word is
given in Appendix A,

Like a vowel, a consonant may take its position at the
beginning, at the middle or at the end of a Bangia word,
There are some peculiar consonants which never appear as
first letters of words, They are ~ (Uma), \.$ (Yian), ~

(Anuswar), ..:J (Chandrabindu) and ~ (Bisarga), The
first two of them sometimes combine with the vowel
auxiliaries,

OccasionallY,-a consonant appearing in a word may not use
any vowel auxiliary, However, in most of the cases a
consonant has a vowel auxiliary before and/or after it,
The pronunciation of the combination of a consonant and
vowel auxiliary depends on the particular consonant and
the particular vowel auxiliary being used, If we take the
Bangia word ~ as an example, where the vowel auxiliary_
('A'-kar) is placed before <il'(Ka),-This combination is
pronounced as the English word 'K', However, when ~ is
followed by an i ('Aa'-kar), the pronunciation becomes as~
'Kaa', Similarly, an T( 'E'-kar) followed by :q;(ka) will
produce the sound 1ike ~ 'Kii' etc, Therefore, the sounds
corresponding to the utterances of only 11 vowels and 39
consonants alone is not capable of pronouncing the
variety of Bangia words,

c'

There is
vowel or

another instance of varied pronunciation, when a
a consonant appears at the middle or end of a

14



word withou.t any vowel auxiliary, Its pronunciation
depends on the ending sound of the utterance of the
letter immediately preceding it, The following example
will clear the above statement,

like 'A' (C;), .Aa '(1) ,
'U' ( "(" or

""
) , then the

ec::1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
of these end codes the

end codes are
With the help
of a word can be produced,

corresponding
respectively,
correct sound

Let us take the BangIa word "~ (Kaak) as an example,
Here the first sound unit is"<Pf( 'Kaa') and the second
sound unit, if pronounced in isolation, is ••..('Kau'). If
these two sound units are now combined "together, the word
will be pronounced as 'Kaakau', However, as we know, the
actual pronunciation of this word is 'kaak", that is, the
ut terances ~ ('Kaa" ) + ~ ( 'aak') actually produce the
sound, If we look at the combination C'I''''i' ('Kek'.),
here as we 11, the utterances C'f'e Kay' ) + ~ (' ek' )
actually produce the sound, Therefore, if a particular
consonant(without any vowel auxiliary with it) appears at
the middle or end of a word, its pronunciation depends on
the ending sound of the utterance of the letter preceding
it, The pronunciation may take roughly one of 5 forms
depending on the ending sound corresponding to an 'Aa'-
kar(i), 'A'-kar(C), "O'-kar«(.i), 'E"-kar(T), or "U'-kar(O<
), The corre,sponding sounds of the consonant 'iF (Ka)
appearing at the end are: ~ ('aak'), ~ eek'),~
('auk'), ~ elk'), .~ ('ook') etc .. A dot on the
letters ~ ~ -.4 > ~ ,'~ an.\'~ means that they wi 11 be
pronounced much shorter than they are pronounced
normally, Therefore, to identify the ending sound of the
previous utterance, a provision of an 'end code" is
required to be incorporated in the "text-to-speech"
converter algorithm, If the ending sound of the previous
utterance" is like 'Au' (~), ec::O.If the ending sounds
of the previous utterances are
'Au' «(,'f), 'E' (Torq), and

15
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In BangIa there are some joined-letters as well. When a
consonant combines with another consonant or a vowel, in
BangIa, this combined letter is known as a joined-letter
or Jukta-Aukkhar. These letters are also used widely in
forming BangIa words, and they create more complexity in
pronouncing a BangIa word. Depending on the position of a
joined-letter in a word, the pronunciation of the joined-
letter differs. For example, let us take two BangIa words
~ ('stabdha') and ~ ('austa' ). Here, we can see

that to pronounce 1AJ we requ ire ~'sta' as the first. sound
unit corresponding to the joined-letter 3 ,and in ~
('au'+ 'asta'), we require ~ 'asta' as the second sound
unit corresponding to the same joined-letter ~
Therefore, if a joined-letter appears at the beginning of
a word an additional sound unit is required to pronounce
the joined-letter for the consonant which forms the first
sound unit of the joined-letter.

To develop a BangIa text-to-speech converter, first, we
have considered the utterance of each vowel and consonant
(excepting a
this section)

few peculiar consonants mentioned earlier in
as a separate sound unit.

Since the sounds produced by the utterances of 11 vowels
and 39 consonants are not sufficient to pronounce the
words of the BangIa language, we have also considered
several possible sound units for each consonant,
corresponding to the auxiliary letters that can be used
along with the consonant.

We have also considered six additional sound units for
each consonant when appearing at the middle or end of a
word, without any vowel auxiliary. The corresponding
sound units are assigned only after a preceding end code
is checked against the consonant.

There is also another instance, where,
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bindu') is used with a vowel or a consonant ( with or
without a vowel auxiliary), the sound corresponding to
the combination becomes a nasal sound, To incorporate
this in the algorithm, we have also assigned sound units
corresponding to some valid nasal sounds for some vowels
and consonants (with or without using a vowel auxiliary),

Taking all these factors into account, we have chosen
approximately 1500 basic sound units for the Bangla text-
to-speech converter, to produce speec.h from arbitrary
text input from the keyboard of a PC, These sound units
may be termed 'basic sound units for Bangla speech', A
list of these sound units are included in Appendix B.A
particular combination of these sound units will form the
pronunciation of a Bangla word. All the words of Bangla
language can be generated from these sound units.

There are some other symbols in Bangla, which are/
('ref'), " ('hasanta'), J ( .ja-fala'), <. (' Ri-fala') ,,'1
('Ou'-kar) etc. However, the sound units that are
described earlier can be used to form the correct
pronunciation of the words using these symbols. The
proposed Bangla text-to-speech converter algorithm will
take care of all possible combination of sound units
corresponding to the special symbols mentioned above.

3.2 Recording of the basic sound units by using a sound
card

The sound units described in section 3.1 has to be
recorded for a particular person, and stored in a
particular directory of the hard disk of a PC, assigning
specific filenames to each of the sound units, A list
showing the names of the sound units and the
corresponding file names is included in Appendix B.

Suppose,
stored

that the basic sound units of Bangla speech are
in a particular directory of the hard disk of a
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PC. The next idea is that, if a text is input from the
keyboard of a PC, the BangIa text-to-speech converter
algorithm (which will be described in chapter 4), will
identify which sound units are to be combined together to
form the sound corresponding to a word. These sound files
will then be merged together to form a play file with a
specific name to it. When a sentence will be transformed

sequentially and
card will produce

the speaker connected
the corresponding sounds.

into such play files they will be played
with the

back
sound

A sound card is necessary to record the sound units, and
play the reconstructed sound files back for listening.
There are a variety of sound cards commercially available
in the market. Some of these are:

(1) Sound Blaster Card
(2)Laser Wave supra 16 Sound Card
(3) Sound Galaxy NX PRO Sound .Card (available in both

8-bits and 16-bits).

Of the above three, we have chosen the Sound Galaxy NXPRO
16 sound card. This is a 16-bit sound card and is the
most popular one to the users. The recording of the sound
units should be done fora particular male ora female
speaker with desired inflection and personality. To do
that we have chosen a particular male speaker who has a
quality voice to pronounce the BangIa words. We shall now
briefly describe the recording and. editing procedure of
the basic sound units of.Bangla speech.

For recording the basic sound units for the BangIa text-
to-speech converter, we have selected specific sentences.
Then the selected person was asked to pronounce the words
of the sentence before the microphone of the sound card.
The speech sounds of the sentence were simultaneously
recorded. The recording was performed using the recording
and editing facility of the Sound Galaxy Software in the
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windows environment [22]. From a particular word thus
recorded, the different speech segments have been
separated, and specific file names were assigned to store
them in the hard disk of a PC. For example, to record the
sound un its ;If>1' ( . Kaa' ) and ~ ( .Aak' ), we have first
recorded the BangIa word ~ ( .Kaak') and then
separated it to obtain the sound units ~ ('Kaa') and ~
("Aak") Similarly, from the BangIa word "llT~~~

("Auhangkar'), we may record five sound units ~("Au"),~
("Hau"), ~,(" Aung"), -qil ("Kaa"), and ~ ( "Aar"). Using a
similar procedure all the required sound units have been
recorded. The sound units were not recorded from the
speech segments uttered in isolation, because those will
not produce natural sound when merged together to form a
BangIa word.

In the n.ext chapter we shall describe how the

--.'

pronunciation information of the BangIa words are derived
from its textual representation"
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to detect the characters and
required to form the message,

-,

CHAPI'ER 4

FORMATION OF BANGLA
SPEECH 'FROM THE

TEXT INPUT

In the previous chapter specific file names have been
assigned to all the possible sound units required to
produce BangIa speech, and the recording and storage
procedure of those sound units have been described for a
specific male (.or female) speaker. In this chapter we
are going to describe the formation of BangIa speech from
its textual representation.

4.1 Introduction
It has already been described in sections 2.3 and 2.4
that a text-to~ speech converter r~quires the texts to be /
input to it, then the conversion algorithm will operate,
and finally produce audible speech sound~ corresponding""'=:::...•~--
to the text input (refer to figure 2.1). Thus, conversion
of arbitrary text input to voice,output actually involves
three separate tasks:
(i) The first one consists of accepting a sequence of
characters.
(ii) The second 'task is
identify the sound units
and
(iii) Finally, merge the Sound units together to form a
message file (play file) and play these files
sequentially to a listening device (a speaker) to produce
the audible speech sound.
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The first step of text-to-speech conversion is to select
a BangIa word processor to enter the BangIa texts, which
are to be converted to audible speech sounds. Many BangIa
word processors like Bijoy, Bashundhara, Shahid Lipi
etc., have been developed and are being used to enter
BangIa texts from the Keyboard of a PC.

To incorporate the text-to-speech converter in a BangIa
word processor, it is required to know the formet of
source file for a particular BangIa word processor.
However, the copyright owners of the BangIa word
processors mentioned above would not let their secret out
to somebody else. Therefore, we had to select a
particular BangIa word processor that is currently being
developed in the Department of Electrical and Electronic
Engineering, B.U.E.T., to be named as 'Amar BangIa'.

We know that in a word processor, when a key is pressed,
a particular letter is displayed on the monitor of a PC,
However, when it is stored as a text file, the
corresponding ASCII (American Standard Code for
Information Interchange) codes are actually stored in the
file.

To initiate the process of text-to-speech conversion, it
is required to know the ASCII value for each BangIa
character, vowel auxiliary and symbol. The Keyboard
layout and the ASCII value used for each BangIa letter,
vowel auxiliary and symbol for the particular BangIa word
processor to be used are given in Appendix C.

As the proposed BangIa word processor 'Amar BangIa' has
not been completely developed yet, we shall assume that
ASCII codes corresponding to a particular text input are
already stored in a text file. Considering this text file
as the input to the text-to-speech converter,
corresponding audible speech sounds will be produced.
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algorithm
file and

4.2 Syntactic structure of BangIa language and the BangIa
"text-to-speech converter" Algorithm

The first step of the text-to-speech converter
is to read the ASCII values from the text
identify each letter of a word from its ASCII value, and
then assign particular sound units corresponding to th~
speech segments comprising a word. When identification of

speech files corresponding

BangIa word. This process
and forming their
until a sentence

speech file to

BangIa word is
to be combined
complete speech
of identifying

form the

particular
units have

a

corresp.onding speech files is
is completed. Finally, the

to the words are sequentially
the audio .sound of the BangIa

sound
for

the

produceto

unitssoundthe

played back

continued

completed, all
together into a
signal for that
the words

sentence.

The process of identifying the sound units from BangIa
text input is a complex task, because In BangIa each
consonant can combine with anyone of the vowel
auxiliaries r-( 'Oi'-kar), -r (' Aa" -kar), C(" A"-kar), 0<. ('U '-
kar), -p ("E'-kar) and other symbols <.. ('Ri'-fala),,,
("Ref' ),~( 'Ra"-fala), J ('Ja"-fala) etc.. A consonant can
also combine with any consonant, and in some cases a
consonant may be used as a single character. On the other
hand, vowels are usually used as a single character in
forming a BangIa word. Due consideration has been given
to all these cases to develop the proposed algorithm for
a BangIa text-la-speech converter,

Now, the process of translating the BangIa text into its
speech equivalent is described with the help of the flow
diagram shown in figure 4.1. The algorithm has been
implemented in PASCAL programming language. As the size
of the program is very large, the algorithm cannot be
imp Iemen ted using a single program. Therefore, it has
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Fig 4.1: Flow diagram of the JDajn ;~a~~~~~(continued)
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been subdivided into 13 units (units 0 to 12), and these
units are used by the main program as and when required.
The main algorithm is now briefly described below.

The main program first initializes all
variables, counters and the variable
code.

the character
ec for the end

Next, it reads the first character in the character
variable 'ch1' from the BangIa text file and it checks
whether it is a blank ( ) or a comma (,). If the answer
is yes, it means that an end of a word has been
reached. If so, it goes to merge the files corresponding
to the sound units already assigned in the earlier
stages, then it initializes the variables, if necessary,
and returns to point (A) of the main program.

If the answer is no it checks whether the first
character is a full stop 0) or a question mark (?). If
the answer is 'yes', it means that an end of a sentence
has been reached. If so, the program plays back the
speech files corresponding to the words of a sentence in
a sequential manner.

However, if the answer is no it goes to check whether
the first character read is an 'oi'-kar (t). If the
answer is yes unit 1 is called on to take necessary
steps to assign the sound units, initialize the variables
and return to point (A) of the main program.

first
yes',

If the answer is no it checks whether the
character read is an 'E'-karfr)..If the answer is
it calls unit 2 to take necessary steps to assign
sound units, initialize the variables, if necessary,
return to point (A) of the main program.

the
and

If the answer is no', it goes to check whether the first
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character read is an 'A'-kar (1:) . If the answer is yes , ,
unit 3 is called on to take the necessary steps to assign
the sound .units, initialize the variables if necessary,
and return to point (A) of the main program,

If the answer is no', it reads the second character in
the character variable 'ch2' from the text file, and goes
to check whether it is a Ref (/). If the answer is 'yes',
it calls unit 4 to take necessary steps to assign the
sound units, initialize the variables and return to point
(A) of the main program,

If the answer is no', it goes to check whether the
second character read from the file is a 'Ri'-fala « ),
If the answer is 'yes'. unit 5 is called on to take (,"'J
necessary steps to assign
initialize the variables, if
point (A) of the main program.

the required sound units,
necessary, and return to

If the answer is no', it checks whether the second
character read is an 'U'-kar(<>\)or Dirgha 'U'-kar (a..), If
the answer is yes', unit 6 is called on to take
necessary steps to assign the sound units, initialize the
variables, if necessary, and return to point (A) of the
main program.

If the answer is no'.
second character read is

it goes to check whether the, ,
a Ja-fala (J). If the answer is

yes , it calls unit 7 to take necessary steps to assign
the sound units, initialize the variables, if necessary,
and return to point (A) of the main program,

If the answer is no', it checks whether the second
character read is a'R~-fala ~). If the answer is yes',
unit 8 is called on to take necessary steps to assign the
sound units, initialize the variables, if necessary, and
return to point (A) of the main program.
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If the answer is "no' ,it goes to check whether the second
character read is an 'Aa'-kar (1). If the answer is
'yes', it calls unit 9 to take necessary steps to assign
the sound units, initialize the variables, if necessary,
and return to point (A) of the main program.

If the answer is no', it checks whether the second
character read is a Dirgha 'E'-kar (i). If the answer is

yes", unit 10 is called on to take necessary steps to
assign the sound units, initialize the variables if
necessary, and return to point (A) of the main program.

If the answer is no", it checks whether the second
character read is a chandra bindu (~). If the answer is
"yes', it calls unit 12 to take necessary steps to assign
the sound units, initialize the variables, if necessary,
and return to point (A) of the main program.

If the answer is no', unit 11 is called on to
necessary steps to assign the sound units, initialize
variables if necessary, and return to point (A) of
main program.

take
the
the

The flow diagrams of the units from unit 0 to 12 are
shown in figures 4.2 to 4.14. Unit 0 defines the global
variables and also initializes them. These flow diagrams
can be easily understood following the same procedure as
used to describe the main algorithm (as shown in figure
4.1) in the preceding paragraphs of this section. Unit 11
is a special unit. This unit assigns all the sound units
corresponding to joined-letters, and other exceptions.

One important aspect is worth mentioning heret)which is
the use of an "end code" to form the correct
pronunciation of a word when a single vowel or a single
consonant appears at the end of the word (without any
vowel auxiliary). This has already been discussed with a
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par-:t:iQularexample in section 3.1. The units 2, 3, 4, 8,
and -,11 checks the "end code" of the previous utterance
and goes to assign the actual sound unit/units required
to form the correct pronunciation of a word.

The BangIa text-to-speech converter algorithm has been
briefly described in section 4.2. Two other aspects,
which are, the file merging technique and the play back
procedure need to be described here. They are briefly
described in sections 4.3 and 4.4, respectively.

4.3 The File Herging Technique
A few BangIa words have single sound units in them.
However, most of the BangIa words require multiple sound
units to form the corresponding speech sounds.

After assigning the sound units for each speech segment
of a word, it is necessary to merge the sound units
together to reconstruct the speech sound corresponding to
the word. - Depending on the sound units present in a word,
the file merging technique differs. An individual file
corresponding to a sound unit has its own header, which
contains useful information about the type and length of
the sound file. This information is vital for producing
correct speech sound when the sound file is played back.
When two such sound files are merged together to form a
new sound file, the headers of both the files are
omitted, and a new header is inserted followed by the
speech information of the two sound units. When three
sound units are merged together, another new header is
generated omitting the headers of each sound unit and
merging all speech information sequentially.

In our BangIa 'text-to-speech converter" algorithm, we
have kept provision for merging a maximum of ten sound
units together. Because, so far as we have come across,
th~ longest BangIa word (~.wniJC"l'"fC~,..n- ) requ ires eleven
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sound un its "5J -j-TT -t-1; +~",-t'ir-t--t~"1+9i-f-fl'>:a4obe merged
together to form the corresponding speech sound.

4.5 The Play Back Procedure
The play back facility of the Sound Galaxy software,
provided with the Sound Galaxy Nx Pro 16 sound card, has
been utilized to play back the play files of the BangIa
'text-to-speech converter' algorithm. After merging the
sound units for each word of a sentence, it is essential
to play back the words of a sentence one after another,
In our BangIa 'text-to-speech' converter we have kept a
provision to play back a maximum of eleven words for a
sentence.

This chapter has described the main algorithm of a BangIa
text-to-speech converter and has given the flow diagrams
of all the units used by the main program. The next
chapter explores some of the possible applications of the
BangIa 'text-to-speech converter' algorithm, which has
been developed and implemented in PASCAL programming
language,
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APPUCATIONS OF THE
BANGLA TEXT TO
SPEECH CONVERTER.

.CHAPTBR 5

This chapter .describes some of the possible applications
of the BangIa text to speech converter. There is a
special feature of the BangIa text-to-speech converter,
and this text-to-speech converter has its own drawbacks
as well. These two aspects are also described in this
chapter.

5.1 Possible applications of the BangIa text-to-speech
converter

The BangIa
developed in
a variety of

text-to-speech converter, which has been
PASCAL programming language, can be used in
applications. They are enumerated below.

(a) As a language tool for the dumb
The BangIa text-to-speech converter can be used as a
language tool for the dumb who can write, but cannot
speak. If the desired texts are input from the keyboard
of a PC, the text-to-speech converter will convert these
texts into audible speech sounds. Thus, a dumb can
communicate with others using the text-to-speech
converter. A disabled person, who after an accident has
.got his/her speech organ damaged, can also make use of
this text-to-speech converter to communicate with others.

(b)

The
Text-to-speech converter to read books or
BangIa text-to-speech converter can read
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newspapers coupled with another converter that can
convert standard BangIa printed texts to word processor
text files (This converter has yet to be developed!).
First, the 'printed text to word processor file'
converter will convert the printed BangIa texts to
corresponding word processor file,. and then the BangIa
text-to-speech converter will operate and convert the
texts to audible speech sounds. The combination may be
named as a 'book. reader', This so called book or
newspaper reader can be of great help to those who want
to hear, but do not want to read, or do not know how to
read, or cannot read because he/she is a blind,

(c) qeneration of speech of a particular person from
arbitrary text input

In our BangIa text-to-speech converter, the sound units
of a particular person are recorded from different
sentences pronounced by that person. Later on, the text-
to-speech converter generates speech sounds .from
arbitrary text input, by merging the appropriate sound
units together. This may have manyfold applications, some
of which are mentioned below.

(i) Voice generation of ,a..person in 1'Jl'audiotransmission
studio

Once the basic sound units of a particular person are
recorded, the BangIa text-to-speech converter simply
requires to input the corresponding texts from the
keyboard of a PC, to produce any speech sound in that
person s voice. This voioe generation in the absence of a
person may be used in an audio transmission studio. It
may totally replace the persons who read news in BangIa,
make announcements, and to some extent, those who
participate in a drama, in story telling etc.
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(ii) To produce actor"s/actress" voice in an unfinished
BangIa film

If the sound units of a person are once recorded, his/her
voice may be generated by using the BangIa text-to-speech
converter even after his/her death. Also, the voice of a
person at young age can be generated at a later stage.
This facility may be used along with the video processing
systems to finish the dialogues of an unfinished BangIa
film, which could not be finished otherwise owing to
sudden death or illness of an actor/actress.

(iii) As a talking computer in the classroom
In educational institutions; if a teacher becomes so busy
that he cannot be present in the classroom, he may input
the texts of his lecture beforehand, and the text-to-
speech converter will operate and take the class on his
absence. Thus, it will bea talking computer in the class
room.

(iv) For advertisement and announcement purposes in
public places

If. the sound units are recorded from the voice of a
person with desired inflection and personality, the
BangIa text-to-speech converter can be used for
advertisement and announcement purposes in public places
(like at a bus stop, air-port, railway station, hospital,
fair etc.). It can also act as a receptionist at a party
or function.

(v) In Telecommunication and electronic mail systems
BangIa text-to-speech converter can be used in
Telecommunication and electronic mail systems to produce
audio messages from the corresponding text inputs,
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(vi) For generating speech sounds to develop various
video games and education programs on a PC.

The BangIa text-to-speech converter can be used to
develop useful education programs (like teaching BangIa
alphabets using audio sounds from the converter), and
also to generate BangIa sounds for the video games on a
PC.

5.2 Special feature of the BangIa text-to-speech
converter

A 'text-to-speech synthesizer' produces synthetic or
artificial speech from arbitrary text input. Our
algorithm to convert text input to corresponding sound
output has been named as a 'text-to-speech converter'. We
have preferred the word 'converter' instead of the wOrd
'synthesizer' to choose the name of the text-to-speech
conversion algorithm, as. it was initially designed to
convert arbitrary text input to corresponding speech
sound of a particular person.

Conventional text-to-speech synthesizers of other
languages can produce either artificial speech, or. the
speech of a particular person. However, our text-to-
speech converter can not only convert text input to
speech sound of a particular person, it can also convert
the text input to synthetic speech, if the sound units
are generated from appropriate mathematical models. Here
lies the speciality of this text-to-speech converter.
This is possible greatly because of the unique property
that the BangIa language has a fixed pronunciation rule
for a specific arrangement of BangIa letters in a word
(This has also been discussed in section 2.4). This
reduces the number of required sound units markedly
(approximately 1500) . On the contrary, there is no such
definite rule for the English language, and the morpho
dictionary method of text-to-speech conversion by
Allen [2] requires 10000 speech segments.
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5.3 Drawbacks of the BangIa text-to-speech converter
Although, the BangIa text-to-speech converter could be
developed with less numbers of basic sound units compared
to its English language counterpart (the morpho
dictionary method [2]), it has some drawbacks as well.

The major drawback is that the resulting speech, while
certainly intelligible on a basic sound unit basis, tends
to be perceived, at some instances, as mechanical and non
human. There still remains the problem of intonation,
because words formed from different sound units has
different intonations. There are also discontinuities
from word to word, which may detract the naturalness of a
sentence. Slapping the sound units together from
different words recorded at different times also result
in a choppy 'sing song" effect, since the pitch and
duration of the words do not necessarily match.

The sound units generated from this text-to-speech
converter does not indicate where the speaker wishes to
place emphasis on. In BangIa language, there are
imperative, interrogative and exclamatory sentences,
which express the feeling of the speaker differently at
different situations. Different words are also pronounced
differently depending on the environment and situation in
which the speaker is speaking. This text-to-speech
converter, however, can not provide us with these
variations.

In the next chapter conclusions of the current research
are drawn, and some suggestions are put forward for
future improvements and applications of the BangIa text-
to-speech converter.
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CONCLUSIONS
AND SUGGBSTIONS FOR
FURTHER RESEARCH

In this chapter we have concluded
current research. and have proposed
future research in this field.

the results of
a few topics

t'
the
for

6.1 Conclusions
The text-to-speech converter which has been described in
this dissertation is the first one developed for the
BangIa language. Various methods are available to develop
a text-to-speech converter. They are: (a) the phoneme
method, and (b) the sentence, word, and part of a word
storage methods. A summary of the development of the
BangIa text-to-speech converter is described as follows.

To develop the BangIa text-to-speech converter we did not
make use the phoneme method, as it requires.complex
analysis and difficult software development. Moreover,
text-to-speech conversion in this method would be a bit
slow. The BangIa text-to-speech converter was developed
using the method that stores part of the word (syllable
or speech segment). The advantage of this method is that
it is easy to implement using a commercially available
sound card. Our text-to-speech converter requires less
number of sound units to be stored, and it produces less
'sing song' effect compared to its English language
counterpart (the morpho dictionary method [2]).
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The BangIa text-to-speech converter can generate speech
sounds of a particular person from arbitrary text input.
If the basic sound units are generated from the voice of
another person, it would generate speech sounds of that
person from arbitrary text input.

English text-to-speech converters, using the phoneme
method, can produce synthetic speech only. However, in
our text-to-speech converter, if the basic sound units
are generated from mathematical models, it will generate
synthetic speech as well.

The BangIa text-to-speech converter can be widely used as
a language tool for the dumb (who can write, but can not
speak), a speech generator of a particular person from
arbitrary text input, and a talking computer in a
classroom. This may also be used for advertisement and

,

announcement purposes
telecommunication.

in public places and in

Although, the BangIa text-to-speech converter cou ld be
developed with less numbers of basic sound units compared
to its English language counterpart, it has some
drawbacks as well. As it merges different sound units
together to form a word, there remains the problem of
intonation. Slapping the sound units together from
different words, recorded at different times, may also
result in a choppy 'sing song' effect. This text-to-
speech converter can not generate variations of speech
sounds of an imperative, or interrogative, or exclamatory
sentence.

In BangIa language, when a joined-letter is involved in a
word, the rule for converting it to speech sound is a bit
complex. There are also some exceptions in pronouncing
some words involving particular BangIa letters. Such
exceptions have been taken care of in unit 11 of the
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text-to-speech converter algorithm. However, as this
text-to-speech converter is first of its kind, and as
this is the first version of it, all the problems could
not be solved in a single piece of work. A few other
problems remain to be solved. For example, the converter
produces the correct speech sound of the BangIa word
. ~Hr' when it represents a day. However, when the same
word . ~~. is used to represent a number (which
represents twelve in BangIa), the converter will still
pronounce the word as to mean "day" of a week. Many other
problems might have remained unnoticed. These problems
will, hopefully, be eliminated in the subsequent versions
of the Bangla-text-to-speech converter.

6.2 Suggestions for further research in this field
The BangIa text-to-speech converter, which has been
developed and described in this dissertation, first
converts the words of a sentence to speech files, and
when the conversion of a sentence is finished it plays
back-the speech files sequentially. This takes time to
generate the speech files before another sentence could
be played back. There may be modifications of this
converter to suit specific needs. These and the other
topics of research are described below.

(a) A provision can be kept in the Bangla-text-to speech
converter to generate play files corresponding to text
inputs of a paragraph or of a page, and then the speech
files of the paragraph or page should be played back
sequentially at a time. This will produce speech sounds
of the texts of a paragraph or of a page continuously.
However, this method would increase the hard disk surface
requirement to store many speech files, and would take
more time to convert texts to speech files before the
actual playing of the files can begin.
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(b) However, a sort of parallel processing might also be
incorporated, which would, perhaps, be a better
alternative to it, and would reduce the hard disk surface
requirement. The interrupt facility of the PC could be
used to play the speech files corresponding to a
sentence. While the sound card is playing a sound file
back, the processor will carryon the identification,
sound file assignment, and file merging tasks of a new
sentence. Thus, playing the current speech files and
generating new speech files for the next sentence
together will facilitate faster conversion with reduced
hard disk surface requirement.

(c) Further research may be carried out to produce
naturalness of the speeoh sounds produced by the BangIa
text-to-speech converter by reducing the "sing-song"
effect and the problem of intonation. In this regard,
extensive analysis of the BangIa sound units may be
carried out.

(d) Research may be oarried out to .develop proper
mathematical models of the BangIa sound units, which
would enable the current BangIa text-to-speech converter
to produce synthetic BangIa speech.

(e) Research may also be carried out
speech recognition systems using
models, and neural network systems.

to develop BangIa
linear predictive

(f) Research may be oarried out to develop application
softwares (the applications of the BangIa text-to-speech
converter are described in section 5.1). and education
tools for PC, using the speech sounds produced by the
BangIa text~to-speech converter.

(g) The sound units generated from the voice of a
particular person may be used to produce speech sounds of
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other languages by using the BangIa text-to-speech
converter. A dictionary of that language has to be
prepared in a tabular form so that the word of that
language and its pronunciation has to be written side by
side in BangIa letters. Then a special software has to be
developed, which will translate the texts of that
language into the pronunciation sequence in BangIa (may
be ter~ed,words, which may not carry any meaning in
BangIa) using the 'look-up-table" type dictionary, Then,
the BangIa text-to-speech converter will be invoked to
produce the speech sounds corresponding to the
pronunciation sequence. The success of this,- (hITt)
however,foJi'fI depend on whether the speech sounds /
corresponding to the BangIa sound units are sufficient to
pronounce all the words in that language.
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APPENDIX A

VOWEl,S OJ' BANGI,A. WORD:

CONSONANTS OF BANGLA WORD:
1', '4, "t, 'I, i1l, D, ~, '!li, 'll, "l3, iJ, j , 15, U, "I, ~, ~

'f If, '1, 91, "}p, 'I, '5, J::f, <I, ~, ii'f, "1, 'I, :if, '<, ~, lJ,,

~, '"
0 ., '-, .,

VOWEL AUXILIARIES OF BANGLA WORD:
1, f, I, C, "-' •. ' 'l, r

OTHERS SYMBOLS:
,

" , f, <, ~



AP'P'ENDIX B
BANGLA SOUND UNITS AND THEIR FILE NAKES

Sound Unit I File Name

-~ Vl.WAV
~r V2.WAV
~ V3.WAV
!if V4.WAV
~ V5.WAV
G V6.WAV
~ V7.WAV

.!l V8.WAV
~ V9.WAV
13 V1O.WAV
?l Vll.WAV
~~ V12.WAV,
~I~ V13.WAV.

(i!i! V14.WAV,
~r!i! V15.WAV~~. V16.WAV
~~ V17.WAV
illG V18.WAV
~f\S V19.WAV,
~~ V20.WAV,
•~r-:J V2l. WAV,

~t V22.WAV
~~ V23. WAV

Sound Unit File Name

~ V1C.WAV
~~r V2C.WAV

~ V3C.WAV
~ V4C.WAV
~ V5C.WAV
a V6C.WAV
~
~ V7C.WAV
~ V8C.WAV.!l

. ~ V9C.WAV
~
13 V1OC.WAV
is VllC.WAV
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Sound Unit File Name

'l' Cl.WAV
'ii C2.WAV
'l'f C3.WAV
'" f C4.WAV
~ C5.WAV
~ C6.WAV
~ C7.WAV
'l' C8.WAV•

1'l' C9.WAV
''l'1 C10.WAV
t Cll.WAV
~ C12.WAV
r.1 .C13.WAV
~f C14.WAV
Qf C15.WAV
f1 C16.WAV

,,~. C17.WAV
~N C18.WAV,

<J'l' C19.WAV,
.~ 'l' C20.WAV
•\S'l' C2l.WAV,
':ij'l' C22.WAV,

'I C23.WAV
~f C24.WAV

~f C25.WAV
''If C26.WAV
~ C27.WAV
't/1 C28.WAV
'i C29.WAV

Sound Unit File Name

'!I C30.WAV
(;'1 C3l. WAV
''ll1 C32.WAV
~ C33.WAV
iii C34.WAV

'iii C35.WAV
a/f C36.WAV

~f C37.WAV
f3l C38.WAV
'''l31 C39.WAV,

\;r f'll C40.WAV,

~'" C4l. WAV
'~\ C42.WAV
'\S'I , C43.WAV
':ij'll ., C44.WAV
<[ C45.WAV
,<[ C46.WAV

<[f C47.WAV
'<[f C48.WAV
f>r C49.WAV
'n C50.WAV
<[ C5l. WAV
"l C52.WAV

1<[ C53.WAV
,<[1 C54.WAV, C55.WAV
~ C56.WAV
~ C57.WAV
.:If C58.WAV
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Sound Unit File Name

~f I C59-.WAV
6' CBO.WAV
•
~'l CB1. WAY,
-0] 'I CB2.WAV,
'~f'l CB3.WAV,
~'l, CB4.WAV
'(5 'I, CB5.WAV
'~'l , CBB.WAV
Iil CB7.WAV
Clil CBB.WAV
Iilf CB9.WAV
Clilf C70.WAV .

N C7l. WAY
~1 C72.WAV
:! C73.WAV

.

Iil C74.WAV•
'11il C75.WAV
c'<it C7B.WAV
~ C77.WAV
S C7B.WAV
C:iJ C79.WAV
Sf CBO.WAV
Gf CBl. WAY
m C82.WAV
•~Iil CB3.WAV,
Jl ~, CB4.WAV
>:lI11il, CB5.WAV
.~ Iil CBB.WAV,
• \0Iil CB7.WAV,

Sound Unit File Name

'~'<l CBB.WAV,
.~~ CB9.WAV
'~f~ C90.WAV
~~ C9l. WAY.~~ C92.WAV
• iSill C93.WAV
'~I!l C94.WAV
1> C95.WAV
W C9B.WAV
1>f C97.WAV
C1)[ C9B.WAV
J1) C99.WAV
~ C1OO.WAV---- ... ",>~:\ -

~-. C10l. WAY
;I \ C102.WAV-.

/ I C103.WAV
d I C104.WAV
J I C105.WAV
1\ / C1OB.WAV
\ \ / I C107.WAV
\\ / C108 ..WAV
\ / C109.WAV
V CllO.WAV

1> Clll. WAY•
1> C1l2.WAV•
'11> C1l3. WAY
C1>1 C1l4.WAV
~ C1l5. WAY
R CllB.WAV

Bl

1
I

~
\
\

\
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Sound Unit File Name

~ C1l7.WAV
~f C1l8.WAV

'~f C1l9.WAV
fll . C120.WAV

, l>\ll , C121.WAV
~l>, C122.WAV
~ fl> C123.WAV,
"!ll>, C124.WAV
.~ 5" C125.WAV' ,

!Ii C126.WAV
C'i C127.WAV
'if C128.WAV
''if C129.WAV
fi1. C130.WAV~, C131.WAV
'! C132.WAV
'i C133.WAV•
C'i C134.WAV
'fii) C135.WAV
~ C136.WAV
!!i: C137.WAV

I C!!i:. C138.WAV
, 'If C139.WAV

. C!!Jf C140.WAV
~ C141.WAV
•\llfii C142.WAV
• li,' C143.WAV.!l ,

'.:5/ f!1i C144.WAV,
'~ !Ii, C145.WAV

Sound Unit File Name

'is !Ii C146.WAV,
.~ li: C147.WAV .,

. l:l C148.WAV
Cl:l C149.WAV
tH C150.WAV
Cl:lf C151.WAV
tl:l C152.WAV
~ C153.WAV
~ C154.WAV
~ C155.WAV
1l:l C156.WAV
~) C157.WAV
~ C158.WAV
!i C159.WAV
~ C160.WAV
Qf .

C161.WAV
l;idf C162.WAV
1Jjj C163.WAV
•\ll~ C164.WAV
~.• C165.WAV,
'~m C166.WAV,
'~i!:l, C167.WAV
tGQ C168.WAV,
'21•• C169.WAV,

~ C170.WAV
C~ C171.WAV

. ~f C172.WAV
C'lIf C173.WAV
~ C174.WAV
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Sound Unit File Name

~ C175.WAV
i! C176.WAV
~ C177.WAV&

1;~ C178.IfAV,~ C179.WAV
~ C180.WAV
91 C18l.WAV
~ C182.WAV
GIIr C183.WAV
~r C184.IfAV
ij/ C185.WAV
•~~ C186.WAV,
~~, C187.WAV
'~r~ C188.WAV,.~~ C189.WAV,
.(S~ C190.WAV
.~ <lfr C191.WAY
'~C<!lfr C192.WAV
i> C193.WAV
ci> C194.WAV
ci>r C195.WAV
~r C196.WAV
W C197.WAV
il1 C198.WAV
i! C199.WAV
iJ C200.WAV&

1;iJ C201.WAY
W't C202.WAV
iJ .

• C203.WAV

Sound Unit File Name

~ C204.WAV
~ C205.WAV
llr C206.WAV
~r C207.WAV
a C208.WAV
~i> C209.WAV
~~, C2l0.WAV
'~ri> C2ll.WAV,

'~i> C2l2.WAV,
'\Si> C2l3.WAV,
':iji> C2l4.WAV,
"b C2l5.WAV
as C2l6.WAV
zr C2l7.WAV
ci5) C2l8.WAV
fZ> C2l9.WAV
81 C220.WAV
.~ C22l.WAV
'4 C222.WAV
l;b C223.WAV
Qj) C224.WAV
~ C225.WAV
z,' C226.WAV
as C227.WAV
"lir C228.WAV

c iir C229.WAV
fii C230.WAV
.~z C23l.WAY

. 'oil i5 C232.WAV,
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Sound Unit . File Name

~~, C233.WAV
~is, C234.WAV
'(;is C235.WAV,
\5 C236.WAV
l".I5 C237.WAV
i51 C238.WAV
l".I5f C239.WAV
1G C240.WAV
~1 C241. WAY
~ C242.WAV
\5 C243.WAV
1\5 C244.WAV
'iSf C245.WAV
i5 C246.WAV<

\:i C247. WAY
C'S .C248. WAY
~f C249.WAV
(;'!if C250.WAV
~ C251. WAY
'<ill\5 C252.WAV,
~\5, C253.WAV
'<illf1S .

, C254.WAV
'~'5, C255.WAV

. '~\5, C256.WAV
'~\5 C257.WAV,
11 C258.WAV
W C259.WAV
I1f . C260.WAV
'l1f C261. WAY

Sound Unit File Name

W C262.WAV
ttl C263.WAV
~ C264.WAV
11 C265.WAV•
W C266.WAV
WT C267.WAV
11 C268.WAV<

lZ C269.WAV
'lZ C270.WAV
lZf C271.WAV
WI C272.WAV
W C273.WAV
~11 C274.WAV,
~11, C275.WAV
""l W C276.WAV,
'~11 C277 .WAV,
'(; 11 C278.WAV,
'al1 C279.WAV,
'1 C280.WAV

''I" C281. WAY
'IT C282.WAV
''1 I C283.WAV
T'1 C284.WAV
<fl C285.WAV
'1 C286.WAV
'1 C287.WAV
''1 C288.WAV
''11 C289.WAV
~ C290.WAV
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Sound Unit File Name

!:I C29l.WAV
(;!J C292,WAV
!:If C293.WAV
(;!Jf C294.WAV

fg .

C295.WAV
, ~'J'~'1 C296.WAV
~'1 C297.WAV,
'Ill f'1, C298.WAV
'~'1 C299.WAV,
'\5'1 C300.WAV,

'<l'1 , C30l.WAV
~ C302.WAV
C~ C303.WAV

.

~f C304.WAV
C~f C305.WAV
~ C306.WAV
~1 C307.WAV
~ C308.WAV
~ C309.WAV•
1~ C310.WAV
~T C31l.WAV
~ C312.WAV
\'5 C313.WAV
C\'5 C314.WAV
\'5f C315.WAV
C\'5f C316.WAV
W . C317.WAV
'Ill ~ C318.WAV,
~~ C319.WAV,

Sound Unit File Name

-i5If~ C320.WAV,
.'~~ C32l.WAV,
-'515, C322.WAV
<l~ C323.WAV,
'4 C324.WAV
C'4 C325.WAV
'4f C326.WAV
C'4f C327.WAV
~ C328.WAV
'li'\ C329.WAV
~ C330.WAV
1 C33l.WAV
1'4 C332.WAV...
c'41 C333.WAV
~ C334.WAV
3f C335.WAV
(;3f C336.WAV
3ff C337.WAV
(;3ff C338.WAV
~ C339.WAV

..~~.. C340.WAV
"\!J~••. C341.WAV
'61 f'4, C342.WAV
'~'4 C343.WAV,
'is '4 C344.WAV,

'a '4 C345.WAV
'i C346.WAV
C'i C347.WAV
'if C348.WAV
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Sound Unit File Name

''i f C349.WAV
f?i C350.WAV
'1' C351. WAY
'i C352.WAV
'i C353.WAV
~'i C354.WAV
t'i1 C355.WAV
~ C356.WAV
5 C357.WAV
G C358.WAV

. 5f C359.WAV
Gf C360.WAV
f3 C361.WAV
~'i, C362.WAV
~'i C363.WAV
~f'i C364.WAV,'~,,' C365.WAV' ,

.(,5 '1., C366.WAV
,:ll'i, C367.WAV
II C368.WAV
'II C369.WAV
~f C370.WAV
N C371.WAV
>11 C372.WAV
't C373.WAV
'i C374.WAV
1•• C375.WAV
,••1 C376.WAV
~ C377 .WAV

Sound Unit File Name

.\I C378.WAV
~ C379.WAV
lif C380.WAV

'lif C381.WAV
& C382.WAV
'~\1, C383.WAV.~..

. C384.WAV,
~f\i C385.WAV,
'~'l, C386.WAV
'(;'l C387.WAV
'.;]'I C388.WAV
.~ C389.WAV
t~ C390.WAV
Olf C391. WAY
,~ f C392.WAV
R C393.WAV
~1 C394.WAV
-~ C395.WAV
Ol C396.WAV•
1'l C397.WAV
,~1 C398.WAV

.~ C399.WAV

.:l C400.WAV
i;3 C401. WAY
3f C402.WAV
C:~f C403.WAV
B C404.WAV
'~Ol C405.WAV,
'~"l C406.WAV,
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Sound Unit File Name

~R . C407.WAV,
.~ 'l C408.WAV,
'(5 'I C409.WAV
':ij'l C410.WAV,
"l C411. WAV
~"l .' C412.WAV
"If C413.WAV
~"1f C414.WAV
f<1 C415.WAV
<fl C416.WAV
'! C417.WAV
'! C418.WAV
'1"1 C419.WAV
~"l) C420.WAV, C421. WAV
3 C422.WAV
G C423.WAV
3f C424.WAV
Gf C425.WAV
T3 C426.WAV
\~"1 C427.WAV,
~"l C428.WAV,
•i}/f"l. C429.WAV
'~"l, C430.WAV
'\;"l C431. WAV,
"a"l C432.WAV
~ C433.WAV

'll' C434.WAV
lJ'f C435.WAV

Sound Unit File Name

~f C436.WAV
W C437.WAV
*1 C438. WAV .

!j' C439.WAV
~ C440.WAV
"tll' C441. WAV
~) C442.WAV
'l C443.WAV
~ C444.WAV
~ C445.WAV
~f C446.WAV
Clef C447.WAV
~ C448.WAV
, .i}/!j' C449.WAV,

~l' C450.WAV
•i}/f!j' C451. WAV
'~!j', C452.WAV
'is!j', C453.WAV
':ijlf C454.WAV,
~ C455.WAV
~~ C456.WAV
~f C457.WAV

~~f C458.WAV
~ C459.WAV
fl C460.WAV
1 C461. WAV
~ C462.WAV
"t~ C463.WAV
~~ C464.WAV
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Sound Unit File Name
~

.

C465.WAV
S C466.WAV
CS C467.WAV
sf C468.WAV
Gf C469.WAV
f3 C470.WAV
,
~<l. C47l.WAV
,
<!l<l. C472.WAV
'~f<l C473.WAV,.~~ C474.WAV,

'is 'I C475.WAV
~<l C476.WAV,
'5 C477.WAV
C6 C478.WAV
'Sf C479.WAV
,.sr C480.WAV
f% C48l. WAV
\5'l C482.WAV
~ C483.WAV
'¥ C484.WAV
ti5 C485.WAV
t<l1 C486.WAV
~ C487.WAV., C488.WAV

.

e;, C489.WAV
~f C490.WAV
e;,f C49l. WAV
~ C492.WAV
,
~i3 C493.WAV,

Sound Unit File Name
~'O, C494.WAV

..•~ iii, C495.WAV
.,0 ~i::l, C496.WAV

'is--'0, C497.WAV
~a '5, C498.WAV

.

If C499.WAV
rtf C500.WAV
tf, C50l. WAV
Cil f C502.WAV
ftr C503.WAV
1ft C504.WAV

" C505.WAV
II C506.WAV
elf C507.WAV
clit C508.WAV
II C509.WAV
.II C510.WAV
cg C51l.WAV
C!H C512.WAV
!If C513.WAV
f9 . C514.WAV
'~I:f C515.WAV,
~If, C516.WAV

'~ flf , C517.WAV
•~I:f, C518.WAV
'(;If C519.WAV,
'~ If C520.WAV,

. 11 C521. WAV
t>:I C522.WAV
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Sound Unit File Name

lH C523.WAV
OJf C524.WAV
R! C525.WAV
~ C526.WAV
'! C527.WAV
lj, C528.WAV
(;Q C529.WAV
OJ) C530.WAV
~ C531. WAV
.Y C532.WAV
t!iI C533.WAV

T!lf C534.WAV
!If C535.WAV
f.Y C536.WAV.
~ll C537.WAV
~ij C538.WAV
,
~fQ C539.WAV
~Q .

, C540.WAV
"~Q C541. WAV,
'aQ C542.WAV
II C543.WAV
'll C544.WAV
lIT C545.WAV
'llf C546.WAV
fll C547.WAV
m .

C548.WAV
~ C549.WAV
II C550.WAV•

(;ll C551. WAV

Sound Unit File Name

,ill C552.WAV
•~ ll, C553.WAV
<Ill C554.WAV,
~rll, C555.WAV
.~ II C556.WAV,
'(5II C557.WAV,

'a II C558.WAV,

" C559.WAV,,, C560.WAV
iff C561.WAV
1iI "f C562.WAV
foI C563.WAV
if! C564.WAV
if C565.WAV

" C566.WAV•

1" C567.WAV
,,,1 . C568.WAV
if C569.WAV
tJ C570.WAV
r;g C571. WAV
I:!Jf C572.WAV
tJf C573.WAV
f.!:r C574.WAV
"i5l" C575.WAV,
~j{ C576.WAV,
• .

illfl1 C577.WAV
1 ~", C578.WAV

""" C579.WAV,
~j{ C580.WAV,
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Sound Unit File Name
"I C58l. WAV
e"l C582.WAV
"If C583.WAV
t"If C584.WAV
f"l C585.WAV
lfl C586.WAV
II( C587.WAV..
"I C588.WAV•

1;"1 C589.WAV
e"ll C590.WAV, C591.WAV
5 C592.WAV
G C593.WAV
Sf C594.WAV
Gf C595.WAV
f5 C596.WAV,
~"l C597.WAV,
:tl"l C598.WAV,
~I"'I C599.WAV,
'~"l C600.WAV,
'is "I C60l. WAV,

'~"I .

, C602.WAV
" C603.WAV
tliI C604.WAV
"f C605.WAV
tliIf C606.WAV
ft C607.WAV
~ C608.WAV

" C609.WAV•

Sound Unit File Name

" C610.WAV•
~ C61l.WAV
tliI1 C612.WAV
! C613.WAV
!i C614.WAV
~ C615.WAV
!if C616.WAV
~f C617.WAV
fy C618.WAV
h C619.WAV,
'.ll" C620.WAV,
~fliI C621. WAV,
"h C622.WAV
~" C623.WAV,

~~" C624.WAV,
'I C625.WAV
t'l C626.WAV
'If C627.WAV
t'lf C628.WAV
f'I C629.WAV
>fl C630.WAV
'I C631. WAV•
'I C632.WAV•
1;'1 C833.WAV
~ C634.WAV
~ C635.WAV
!l C636.WAV
G C637.WAV
~f C638.WAV
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Sound Unit File Name

, . l;!If C639.WAV
f!l C640.WAV
~'l. C641.WAV
~'l C642.WAV,
\5Ir'l C643.WAV,
1'l C644.WAV,
'is'l C645.WAV,
':iJ'l C646.WAV,
~ C647.WAV
~ C646.WAV
"!If C649.WAV
~f C650.WAV
~, C651.WAV
'tl C652.WAV
1 C653.WAV
~ C654.WAV
•

~ C655.WAV~.,. C656.WAV .
i C657.WAV
~ C658.WAV
~ C659.WAV
~f C660.WAV
af C661.WAV
fl. C662.WAV
•\5I"!l C663.WAV
~~ C664.WAV,.\51~ C665.WAV
•h C866.WAV
'is~ C667.WAV,

Sound Unit File Name

'il C668.WAV
til • C669.WAV
ilf C670.WAV
tilT C671.WAV
fii C672.WAV
fl C673.WAV
t C674.WAV
~ C675. WAV

1il C676.WAV
til'" C67.WAV7
f C678.WAV
Jo C679.WAV
la C680.WAV

Jof C681. WAV
1;Jf C682.WAV
fl. C683.WAV
\5Iil C684.WAV,
<1il C685.WAV,.\lIfil C686.WAV,
~i il, C687.WAV

--iSil C688.WAV,

I
';iJ il C689.WAV,
~ C690.WAV'

'tiS C691. WAV
~f C692.WAV
tiSf C693.WAV
T\5 C694.WAV
fl C695.WA\7
.~ C696.WAV
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Sound Unit File Name

~ C697.WAV
-1"1S C698.WAV
tl'1 C699.WAV.
~I', C700.WAV
~i' C701. WAV,
~fI', C702.WAV
'1' C703.WAV,
'GIS C704.WAV.,
'~15., C705.WAV
I' C706.WAV
W C707.WAV
I'f C708.WAV
Wf C709.WAV
tV C710.WAV
V1 C711.WAV
~ C712.WAV
~ C713. WAV
W C714.WAV
w1 C715.WAV.~I' C716.WAV
•.!ll' C717.WAV,
•~rv, C718.WAV
~I' C719.WAV
'is C720. WAVV,

. ~I' C721. WAV,

~ C722.WAV
tll C723.WAV
lJf C724.WAV
tllf C725.WAV

Sound Unit File Name

~~ C726.WAV
.!l~ C727.WAV
~~ C728.WAV
~f~ C729.WAV
iS~ C730.WAV
~~ C731.WAV
.!l<' C732.WAV
~<. C733.WAV
~ <. C734.WAV

. "lf <. C735.WAV
I. is<. C736.WAV

~<. C737.WAV
~: C738.WAV
.!l: C739.WAV
~f: C740.WAV
~: C741.WAV
is: I C742.WAV
~: C743.WAV
<l C744.WAV
<:If C745.WAV
t2l C746.WAV
t.!lf C747.WAV
't.5 C748.WAV
~ C749.WAV'
<:I C750.WAV•
m C751. WAV
~ C752.WAV
edt C753.WAV

...., C754.WAV
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Sound Unit File Name

""~ C755.WAV
""! C756.WAV
"'li' C757.WAV
""'! C758.WAV
""<f'I C759.WAV
~ C760.WAV
..n C76l. WAV
'1r C762.WAV
-Ifr C763.WAV
-~r C764.WAV
""~r C765.WAV
~iir C766.WAV
""~ C767.WAV
"'l' C768.WAV
'"I[ C769.WAV
~ C770.WAV..", C77l. WAV
"'li' C772.WAV
"'l' C773.WAV
~ C774.WAV
,r C775.WAV, C776.WAV
"\j C777.WAV
~r C778.WAV
~. C779.WAV
>fl C780.WAV
lilfr .

C78l.WAV
v'li r C782.WAV
p.ii C783.WAV

Sound Unit File Name
.

~!l C784.WAV
\!1!J , C785.WAV
~f!l C786.WAV
~!l,. C787.WAV
is!l C788.WAV,
poi C789.WAV
G. C790.WAV
t'"'" C79l. WAV
~'l'r C792.WAV
~ C793.WAV
t'"~ C794.WAV
t""~r C795.WAV
t""~ C796.WAV
l;"'ii C797.WAV~, C798.WAV
'l'f C799.WAV
'l'ff C800.WAV
'lIf C80l. WAV
'lIH C802.WAV
'If C803.WAV
'Iff C804.WAV
YJ1 C805.WAV
'Iff C806.WAV
l)r C807.WAV
l)ff C808.WAV
~r .

C809.WAV
\tff C8l0.WAV
iH C8ll. WAV
lllff C8l2.WAV
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I
Sound Unit File Na.me

~T CS13.WAV
~Tr C814.WAV
~T .

. CSI!).WAV
iiff C8IS.WAV
~T CS17.WAV
~ff C818.WAV
1ST C819.WAV
ISff C820.WAV
t>T CS21.WAV
t>Tr CS22.WAV
'IT CS23.WAV
'Iff CS24.WAV
~T CS25.\iAV
~ff CS26.WAV

. ~T csn. WAY
~ff CS2S.WAV
itT C8Z,J.WAV
'Iff CS:30.WAV
liT C831.WAV
IIff C8:32.WAY
"IT CS3:-l.WAY
oW CS:J4.W~.V
'IT C835.WAV
'Iff C836.WAV
~T CS37.WAV
~Tr CR:JS.WAV
~T CS39.WAV
~Tr C840.liAV

i5T CS41.WAV

Sound Unit File N a.me

tlTf C842.WAV
If\' . C843.WAV
Ifff C844.WAV
lJT . CS45.WAV
lJTf C846.WAV
~T Cf347.Wi\V
fI" C848.WAV
OfT CS49.WAV
OfTf C850. WAY
"IT C851.WAV
"ITr C8b2.WAV
'IT CS5:3.WAY
'l"Tf CS54.WAV
'>IT CS55.WAV
'>Iff CSE,6.WAY
~T CSfj7.WAY
~rr C8f,S.WAV
loT CS59.WAV
'Tr C860.WAV
~T CS61.WAV
",Tf C862.WAV
\,T Ca63. W/W
I'}r>~

~ CS64.WAV/'~

/
, CS65.WAV

! I C866.WAV
, ~lIr I C867 .WAY

, / CaSS.WAV
I

/ CSS9.WAV
~ / C870.WAV.. ~
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•

Sound Unit File Name

'1', C1C.WAV
~ C2C.WAV
~r C3C.WAV
c-fr C4C.WAV
~ , C5C.WAV
;fI C6C.WAV
! C7C.WAV
"! C8C.WAV, C9C.WAV
1$ C1DC.WAV
c~ CllC.WAV
••'lj C23C.WAV
C'lI C24C.WAV
'ljl C25C.WAV
••c'lIr C26C.WAV

foj C27C.WAV
iJ"'! C28C .lolAV
'll C29C.WAV, C3DC.WAV

'"~ C31C.WAV
1~ C32C.WAV
C'lj"t

-

C33C.WAV
~ C45C.WAV
c~ C46C.WAV
.if C47C.WAV
etlf C48C.WAV
f1l C49C.WAV
'fl C5DC.WAV
~ C51C.WAV

Sound Unit File Name

~ , C52C.WAV
~ C53C.WAV
1~ C54C.WAV
C'lr C55C.WAV
••'<I C67C.WAV.,
C'<I C68C.WAV
'<If C69C.WAV
C'iill C7DC.WAV
~ C71C.WAV
'<1'\

,

C72C .WAV
'"~ C73C.WAV
~ C74C.WAV
~ C75C.WAV
~~ C76C.WAV
c'<I1 ' CnC.WAV
I> C95C.WAV
cS- C96C.WAV
I>r C97C .WAV
C1>1 C98C.WAV
fS C99C.WAV
b"'\ C1DDC.WAV

'~ ClllC. WAY
~

I C1l2C.WAV•
.. ""ts- C1l3C. WAY

Cl)"'r C1l4C. WAY
~ C1l5C.WAV
~

,

C126C.WAV
'"~ C127C.WAV
<r C128C.WAV
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Sound Unit Fi Ie N >.J.we

c{r CIZ9C.WAV
ft CI30C.WAV
.{'j CI3IC.WAV
i CI3:ZC.WAV
i C133C.WAV~

1~ C1.34C.WAV
.

C\l.1 C135C.WAV
i Cl36C.WAV
'"~ C14SC.WAV
a; C149C.WAV
~'"r CI50C.WAV
*oo.r C151C.WAV
a; CI5ZC.WIW
;f\ C15~1C.WAY
~ C154C.WAV
& ClfjfjC.WAY~

1Q C156C.WAV
'"oo.r C157C. WAY
~ CI58C.WAV
~ C170C.WAV
~ C17IC.WAV
~r ClnC. WAY
C~"t .CI73C.WAV
fiI

-c-

CI74C.WAV
~ C175C.WAV
~ • C176C.WAV
'"~ CI7'1(;.WAY
1;~ C178C.WAV
C~,. C179C.WAV

Sound Unit File Name

*~ CIS0C.WAV
ll- C1.93C.WAV
C1J C1.94(;.WAVw,. Cl85C.WAV
lh C196C.WAV
'ff C197C.WAV
i1"I C1.9SC.WAV
~ C199C.WAV
~ CZOOC.WAV~
~ C201C.WAV
WI" (;?OZC.WAV
11 C203C.WAVCo

1; C21.5C.WAV
ci C216C.WAV
"l>*r C2l7C.WAV
cilr C21SC.WAV
to C219C.WAV
~"'I C220C.WAV
a C221C.WAV
~ C222C.WAV
"tZ C223C.WAV
a;1 C,:24C.WAY
Q C225C.WAV
i] C236C.WAV
05 C2:37C.WAV.
Ifr C238C.WAV
O5'"r C239C.WAV
~ C240C.WAV
~ C241C.WAV
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~,

Sound Unit File Name

~ C242C.WAV
'"is C243C.WAV
"'t~ C244C.WAV'.''''

~ C245C.WAV
~ C246C.WAV•
~ C258C.WAV
'"OJ" C259C.WAV
~r C260C.WAV
wr C261C.WAV
W C262C.WAV
~ C263C.WAV
~ C264C.WAV
'"~. C265C.WAV
W C266C.WAV
WI C267C.WAV
if C268C.WAV
'"'1 C280C.WAV
.•., '1. C281C.WAV
:'1"1 C282C.WAV
c'ir C283C.WAV
fri C284C.WAV
<l'\ C285C.WAV
'"

.

'1 C286C.WAV
'"'1 C287C.WAV•
1'i C288C.WAV
''1''

.

C289C.WAV.•.
~ C290C.WAV
.•.
\3 C302C.WAV

- '" C303C.WAV'13

Sound Unit File Name

~r C304C.WAV
'I3"'r C305C.WAV
~ C306C.WAV
\3"'1 C307C.WAV
'"~ C308C.WAV
'"~ C309C.WAV
tG C310C.WAV
,\;l C311C. WAY
'"\? C312C.WAV
~ C324C.WAV
''i C325C.WAV
'"~r . C326C.WAV

. cir C327C.WAV
t;i C328C.WAV
..;..•. C329C.WAV.•.

" C330C.WAV
~ C331C.WAV
1~ .

C332C.WAV
c~1 C333C.WAV
'"11 C334C.WAV
'"'i C346C.WAV
'"C'i C347C.WAV
t{r C348C.WAV.•.
''ir C349C.WAV
f« C350C.WAV'

""
C351C.WAV

.•.'i C352C.WAV
'"'1 C353C.WAV

.1t{ C354C.WAV
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;3(Jund Unit File N run.e

c'\1 C;3!jfjG.WAV
~
~ C:,:'d::;C, WAY
~
II C:,6fJC . W /~, V
CIf C:iG:-IC; . WAY
IIf C:3'lOC. Wft,V

T. . (~:.3'llr.. . ~jAV
11"'\

C:i'l~~C. (,ft,V
•••
'! C:3 'ne , Ii AV.••
'1 C~~'l4C;. WAV
'til CTl5C .• IAV

C~ C:n6C, WAY
~
~ C37?C . WAY

CIf" .C867C, Wft,V
~ C:389C . WAY

r; ~.• G:3HOC. WAY
~"l"'f

. C:3HIC. WAY
•••.r;~f C~i8?C , W,W

for C,9:W. \,AV

~1 C394C,WAV
~ ."l C3fJSC. WAV-..••"l C386C . Wft,V

~~.. C:3H'lC . ~~p,V
c~'t C:388C .WAV
.••
~ C~3~H)C. WAV.•
<1 C41.1(;' WAY

•••C<1 C4.J?C; .WAV
••• (;41:3C. 'tift.V'If~,r; 'I r C414C .WAV.
~ C415C,WAV

Sound Unit Fi.l.e NIl.me

~ C416C,WAV

'1 (>J 17C . WAV
.••
'I C41HC . Wft,V~

1'1 ~/~ 1.He . Wft,V

c'I1 C4?(J"C;. WAV
•••
~ C4?lC,WAV

~ . C4~i3C.1A'AV.•
C4:.J4C. WAYIA'

~f (;4:35C. ('IAV
•••OH C436C,WAV

W C437C.WAV

~1 C4,:3fJ(~. WAV

~ C438C.WAV.• C44CJC,WAV~

~ C441C.WAV

0l'1 C442C,WAV

t C44:,C, WAY.
~ (~4flhC. WAV

•••C'l: C456C.WAV
~
~f CI.J.'"J'/C. WA.V
~

C~f C4.bGC.Wi1.V
~ (>~!:Jnc.WA.'J

~1 C4.60C.WAV
•••s: C4HIC,WAV
•••~ C4G~~C . WAY~

't~ C46:3C. WAY

C~ C484C.WAV
~ C485C.WAV
.••is C477C.WAV
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Sound Unit File Name
..•

~i5 C478C.WAV
~f C479C.WAV
~6f C480C.WAV
f6 C481C.WAV
i5'\ C482C.WAV
..•
12 C483C.WAV
..•
" C484C.WAV•a, C485C.WAV
~i5"t C486C.WAV..•
~ C487C.WAV
..•
Il C499C.WAV
~il C500C.WAV
Ilf C501C.WAV
~Ilf

•C502C.WAV
~ C503C.WAV
ii"l C504C.WAV
il C505C.WAV
~ C506C.WAV•

11l C507C.WAV
~Il""r C508C.WAV

..•
~ C509C.WAV
II C521C.WAV

..•
~ll C522C.WAV
~f C523C.WAV
~ll"'f C524C.WAV
ttl C525C.WAV
If\ C526C.WAV
..•
II C527C. WAY..•..•
II C528C.WAV•

Sound Unit File Name

1~ C529C.WAV
~ll""r C530C.WAV
..•
~ C531C.WAV
..•
ij C543C.WAV
..•

~ij C544C.WAV
..•

ijf C545C.WAV
~jlr C546C.WAV
t1i . C547C.WAV
fl C548C.WAV
..•a C549C.WAV
..•
~ C550C.WAV

1;~ C551C.WAV
~jl""r C552C.WAV.,
11 C559C.WAV

..•
COl C560C.WAV
..•
i1f C561C.WAV
~<if C562C.WAV
ffl C563C.\'/AV
~ C564C.WAV
..•
"l C565C.WAV
..•
iI C566C.WAV•

'1ii C567C.\'/AV
~i1""r C568C.WAV

..•
il C569C.WAV
~ C581C.WAV
~ll( C582C.WAV..•ll(f C583C.WAV

. ~"'f C584C.WAV
f.f C585C.WAV
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Sound Ifn i.1-. File thJ.me

~ C586C.WAV
~ C587C, WAY

~ C~)88C, WAY•
1~ C588C. W/W
C"If C580C, \~/W

; G581C,WAy
••'i C60:3C.WAV
••C'i C604C ' ,JlW'
••'ir C605C,WAV•.
C'ir C606C, W~,V

T'i C60'7C,WAV~, C608C,WAV

'i . C608C,IVAV

'.II C610C,WAV•
~ C6llC,WAV

C'i"'r
.

C61,:(;,WAV

••
~ (;61:3C,WAV

fj C62::,C, WAY

C'l, C626C, \,AV

'l"'r C627C,WAV

C'l"r C628C ,\;P,V

~ C6:;:8C, WAY

ll, C630C, WAY

~ C6:31C, WAY

ft C6nC, WAY

~ . Cfl3:3C, WAY

C'l"'r C6:34C, WAY

~ C635C,WAV
••~ C64 '7C , WA.V

Sound IJnH I Fi.le Na.me
••~ C848C,WAV

••~r C649C,WAV

~r C650C.WAV

tl C6t!lC, WAY

l' C6:..2C, WAY

~ C6~,3G, WAY

~ C654C,WAV

1~ C6!.1~iC. WAV

C~"'r (;Wi6G, WAY•••
~ C6b7G,WAV
••i} C668C,WAV

••Ci} CR69G,WAV
•••. r C6'70C,WAV
••Citr C6'71C,WAV

t~ C6?2C,WAV

fI cWnC,WAV

•• C674G,WAVi}

•• C675C,WAV•
1i C676C,WAV

C."'r C677G, WAV
••t C678C.WAV
•• C680C, W~,V'5

~ C681C. WAY

15"r . C682C, W~,V
••c\!' r Cf393C.WAV

~ CS84C,WAV

~ G69::,C. WAY

•• C696C,WAVis
••15 C687C,WAV~
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Sound Unit File Name

't~ C698C.WAV•
~I"r . C699C.WAV
••I' C706C.WAV
••W C707C.WAV
••Iff C708C.WAV
wr C709C.WAV
W C710C.WAV
~1 C711C.WAV
1.1.. C712C.WAV
••
~ C713C.WAV
1V C714C.WAV
~~

.

C715C.WAV

Sound Unit File Name

.
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APPENDIX C
BangIa symbols and their corresponding ASCII code
number

BangIa Symbol ASCII Code
~ 99
~r 208
.~

105
~ 73
03 84
\) 219
1iI 205
~ . 92

21 213
13 67
'?; 214 .

~ 120
. .

~ 35
'1 109
'<I 77
,g 211
I) 118
~ 101
~ 111
<II 209
.!If 212
it 110
b 78
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Ii 71
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74
"i 117

BangIa Symbol i ASCII Code
~ 72
"'l 102
"l 97

. ~ 90
'l' 98
i5 75
q 115
l< 82
\I 106
Of 108
"I 112
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!l 114
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BangIa Symbol ASCII Code

, 122
f 113
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rr 230
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• 34

~ 33
~i. 195
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'lj 200
iSIf 79
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~ 206

BangIa Symbol ASCII Code
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Keyboa d (COKPOSR KEY)
r /(RIGHT CONTROL KEY)
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	00000001
	00000002
	00000003
	00000004
	00000005
	00000006
	00000007
	00000008
	00000009
	00000010
	00000011
	00000012
	00000013
	00000014
	00000015
	00000016
	00000017
	00000018
	00000019
	00000020
	00000021
	00000022
	00000023
	00000024
	00000025
	00000026
	00000027
	00000028
	00000029
	00000030
	00000031
	00000032
	00000033
	00000034
	00000035
	00000036
	00000037
	00000038
	00000039
	00000040
	00000041
	00000042
	00000043
	00000044
	00000045
	00000046
	00000047
	00000048
	00000049
	00000050
	00000051
	00000052
	00000053
	00000054
	00000055
	00000056
	00000057
	00000058
	00000059
	00000060
	00000061
	00000062
	00000063
	00000064
	00000065
	00000066
	00000067
	00000068
	00000069
	00000070
	00000071
	00000072
	00000073
	00000074
	00000075
	00000076
	00000077
	00000078
	00000079
	00000080
	00000081
	00000082
	00000083
	00000084
	00000085
	00000086
	00000087
	00000088
	00000089
	00000090
	00000091
	00000092
	00000093
	00000094

